Automated
Testing
Offerings

About Automated Testing
Automated testing is the process of testing software, user
interfaces, APIs and code through automation to ensure
all are working as intended. Tools and scripts are used for
the automation process.
Data-Core Systems’ automated testing solutions start with
designing a framework best suited for your project, and
end with you saving time, money and effort with every
test cycle.

Automated Testing Services
Test-Ops (Automated Testing + DevOps)

Test-Ops is a combination of testing and DevOps, where
testing is done on one end, and then handed off to an
operations team that deploys it into production.
The major benefit is enabling all stakeholders to track and
analyze the state of the product quality at every step of
the development lifecycle with dashboards, KPI tracking,
comments, defect analysis, results analysis, etc.

Application Testing Automation
Through Application Testing, you can validate business layers,
test functionality, and perform non-functional testing. Automating
this process expands the test coverage and improves performance.
Testing enhances efficiency and productivity through business
level support functionality.

Security & Vulnerability Testing
Security Testing enables you to scan applications in every step
of development for security vulnerabilities and identify any
systems that are subject to known vulnerabilities and report
on risk exposures.
Security Testing reduces the risk of cyber attacks, and improves
trust from customers, and protects your brand image.

Other automated quality assurance testing services:
API Testing
Webservice Testing
Windows App Testing
Web Application Testing
Software Performance
Testing

Load & Stress Testing
Distributed Testing
Simulation Testing
FTP Application Testing
Database Server
Performance Testing

Our testing services allow our clients to achieve:
Accelerated results & faster time-to-market
Increased comprehensiveness
Reduced test cycle times
Earlier detection of issues
Improved ROI
Decreased overall business expenses
Significantly less manual test cases
Re-usability of automated tests
Continuous testing throughout the lifespan of the software

Contact us today to get started on
your automated testing journey.
dcs@datacoresystems.com
www.datacoresystems.com/automated-testing
Tel: 215 243 1990
Toll Free: 977 327 4838
Fax: 215 243 1978
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